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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: In our modern life style even non-smokers and non-exposers to the hazards like mining other pollutants, it is becoming increasingly evident that the air which he is breathing is invariably causing certain amount of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). In this early detection is required to prevent the chronicity.

Objective(s): Evaluation of bronchial obstruction in healthy school children at Kurnool semi urban by using Spirowin (Medicare system, Hyderabad).

Materials and Methods: 23 school going healthy boys were selected randomly, aged between 5 and 16 years. As the pulmonary functions are dependent on the height of the given subject, stratification of the subjects based on their height was made. PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 were measured using Spirowin flow meter and PEFR/PIF ratio was calculated.

Results: The PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 distributions obtained by Spirowin were 308±45.85; 211±48; 138±34.2; and 126±31.2 respectively. The PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 distribution in relation to height correlation coefficient obtained for height V/s PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 were 0.92; 0.89; 0.89; and 0.89 respectively.

Conclusion: suggesting that the study group not have any respiratory obstructive disorder. This data representative data for the locality of semi urban Kurnool.
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INTRODUCTION

Under civilization, increased automobiles and various types of chemicals used in aerosols, the atmosphere is getting highly polluted. Even non-smokers and non-exposers to the hazards like mining other pollutants, it is becoming increasingly evident that the air which he is breathing is invariably causing certain amount of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [1]. In this early detection is required to prevent the chronicity.

Air pollution is also capable of causing lung damage in the school going children. Now it is more relevant to screen the children for any pulmonary disorders prior to the appearance of a symptomatic disease [2]. The more expensive and cumbersome instrument cannot be employed for the detection and evaluation of lung disorders as ubiquitous nature of pollution increases the sample size. This necessitates the application of a simpler device which can be obtained any number of times and number of respiratory parameters can be simultaneously obtained. The Spirowin flow meter is one such device which is being employed universally for the recording of an important pulmonary function.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Test namely Peak Expiratory Flow rate (PEFR), this having a bidirectional turbine and A.D. converter can be directly coupled to computer where by virtue of applying proper software. Predictive normal values are essential for meaningful clinical interpretation of these tests. Studies carried out in children had projected the equations for predicting different lung functions using height, age and weight as independent variables in India [2-5] and in other countries [6-7]. Thus the functional standards are to be obtained for a particular locality. Apart from that, the standardization of a particular instrument for subsequent evaluation becomes a more necessity. This prompted us to take up the study of Peak Expiratory Flow rate in school children of our Kurnool locality among the school boys and to evaluate the Spirow instruments available with us.

**RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean±SD</th>
<th>Height with Mean±SD (in cm)</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEFR</td>
<td>308±45.85</td>
<td>154±7.85</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF</td>
<td>211±48</td>
<td>154±7.86</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVC</td>
<td>138±34.2</td>
<td>154±7.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1</td>
<td>126±31.2</td>
<td>154±7.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study total 23 school going 5-16 years children were included randomly. The values of respiratory parameters like PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 were obtained by using Spirow (medicare system, Hyderabad). Their mean Height is 154±7.85 cms. The PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 distributions obtained by Spirow were 308±45.85; 211±48; 138±34.2; and 126±31.2 respectively. The PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 distribution in relation to height correlation coefficient obtained for height V/s PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 were 0.92; 0.89; 0.89; and 0.89 respectively. These recordings were suggesting a very good correlation. Since FVC and FEV1 recorded in a single manoeuvre go hand in hand, they are giving consistent value of correlation coefficient.

The FVC and FEV1 values given by the R.V. Chowgule et al. for boys between age ranges 6-15 years from the Bombay are 156±1.8 and 138±1.8L/m respectively. The values in the present study were lower than the above study because of metropolitan Bombay and Semi urban locality of Kurnool, the difference can be explained in terms of change in social status.

Malik S.K. et al [2] the PEFR values in that study were obtained by wrights Peak Flow Meter. The correlation coefficient for PEFR v/s Height in their study is 0.8825 which lower than the present study.

DISCUSSION

From the same study group, the mean PEFR being 23.0. Data were summarized by mean ± standard deviation for continuous normal data. The relation between height (in cm) and PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 were carried out with Karl Pearson’s correlation coefficient for continuous normal data.

**Exclusion Criteria**: for the present study we excluded the people with certain conditions such as Smoker’s, subjects with H/O recurrent respiratory tract infections, H/O bronchial asthma, H/O congenital respiratory problems, deformities of the spine, recent H/O surgeries, and H/O continuous exposure to the industrial dust (cotton mills, etc.) are all excluded from the study.

**Methodology**: As the pulmonary functions are dependent on the height of the given subject, stratification of the subjects based on their height was made. PEFR, PIF, FVC, and FEV1 were measured using Spirow flow meter and PEFR/PIF ratio was calculated.

**Statistical Analysis**: Data were analysed by Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 23.0.

PEFR - Peak Expiratory Flow Rate
PIF - Peak Inspiratory Flow
FVC - Forced Vital Capacity
FEV1 - Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 Second
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